Clark County Quilters, Vancouver, WA
Friday, Oct. 11, 2019
Best of Machine Techniques Sampler (6 hours)
© 2001 Cathie Hoover
You will be making small samples that Cathie
suggests you attach to the appropriate
instructions provided in class. You will not be
making the sampler on the right unless you
decide to do so at home.
Supply List:
1. Sewing machine and basic sewing supplies
(Please bring your machine’s manual.)
2. Rotary cutter, cutting matt, and a see-thru
ruler (a perfect choice is the Olfa #12 that
is 6” x 12”)
3. Pins
4. 100% cotton thread in a neutral color for piecing. Black (or dark) thread
for blanket stitching
5. Two #2 pencils and pencil sharpener
6. Open-toe appliqué foot (Bernina #20) ESSENTIAL!
7. A ¼”foot that provides an accurate 1/4” seam allowance (Bernina #57)
8. Zipper foot that fits your machine
9. Scissors for paper
10.
5” x 5” square of Wonder Under (original weight)
11.
Small (5” length), very sharp scissors for use in reverse appliqué.
(Appliqué “duckbill” scissors can be used but are not essential - bring only
if you already own them. I prefer the Gingher G-5 knife-edge.)
12.
1/4 yard paper stabilizer (e.g., Stitch ‘n’ Tear, Tear-a-way,
Reynolds’ Freezer Paper)
13.
Fabric – 3 - 5 miscellaneous fat quarters to play and experiment
with – include a 3” x 8” piece of muslin.
Bring fabrics of varied colors and values, both prints and solids – good
contrast is a necessity! You will be making samples for a technique
notebook, not for use in a current project.
Bring fabric you feel you can “waste”.
14.
HEAVILY SPRAY-STARCH ALL FABRIC BEFORE CLASS!
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Optional Equipment: stiletto; clamp-on lamp; iron and ironing matt; battery
operated pencil sharpener. Cording foot for your machine (#12 on Bernina)
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